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APPL'N No./No DEM. 1 733 564

119 juin/Jun 2015

FORMALIZED/FORMALITÉS ACCOMPLIES

FILING DATE/DATE DE PRODUCTION: 15 juin/Jun 2015

APPLICANT/REQUÉRANT:
Danjaq, LLC
11400 Olympic Blvd.
Suite 1700
Los Angeles, CA, 90064
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AGENT: (06717779CA)
GOWLING LAFLEUR HENDERSON LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET
OTTAWA
ONTARIO K1P 1C3

REP FOR SERVICE/REP POUR SIGNIFICATION:
(06717779CA)
GOWLING LAFLEUR HENDERSON LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET
OTTAWA
ONTARIO K1P 1C3

TRADE-MARK/MARQUE DE COMMERCE:

MARK DESCRIPTIVE REFERENCE/RÉFERENCE DESCRIPTIVE DE LA MARQUE:

Sound mark

GOODS/PRODUITS:

Pre-recorded audio and video compact discs, DVDS, and motion picture films featuring entertainment, namely, action
adventure, drama, comedy, and romance; musical sound recordings, contained on compact discs and digital music
(downloadable) provided from web sites or from any other communications network including wireless and cable;
magnetically encoded computer and video game programs; video and computer game compact discs adapted for use
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with television receivers; downloadable computer video game software supplied on¬line from databases or provided
through a global computer network or from any other communications network including wireless and cable;
downloadable mobile telephone ring tones, images and animations via the internet and wireless devices; downloadable
videos and films featuring entertainment, namely, action adventure, drama, comedy, and romance via a wireless
network for use with mobile devices; downloadable mobile telephone games and graphics via a global computer
network and wireless devices.

SERVICES:

Entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of motion pictures Internet services, namely, providing
information via an electronic global computer network in the field of entertainment relating to motion pictures, and
providing electronic games, not downloadable, via the Internet.

CLAIMS/REVENDICATIONS:

Used in CANADA since at least as early as 1962 on services; 2002 on goods.

Comments/CommentairesAction Date BF

filed/produite 2015/06/15
created/créé 2015/06/18
formalized/formalisée 2015/06/19


